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What is DataHelix™ TI? 
DataHelix™ TI is a fully autonomous Threat Intelligence service that automates the 
tasks of extracting, detecting, mining, searching and reporting threat intelligence 
attacks and breaches across business locations, cloud, hybrid, premises, networks 
and enterprises. 

Traditional Threat Intel is Dead! 
Threat Intelligence is a must-have for any business network, but current offerings are 
costly, time-consuming, restrictive, manual and resource-intensive.  

Requiring highly skilled staff to constantly scan threat-intel by hand is hugely 
inefficient and simply not scalable.  

TI as it stands, lacks the ability to hunt for what needs checking, extract those artifacts 
and then perform the checks – it’s always down to human staff to find these artifacts, 
and they simply don’t have the time and resources to perform this crucial task. For the 
high cost of current TI libraries, it’s crazy, right? 

Why is DataHelix™ TI so cool? 
To solve this critical problem, DataHelix™ TI delivers end-to-end automated Threat 
Intelligence with the proactive functionality required by current networks to handle the 
highly dangerous threats faced by today’s businesses. It’s simply no longer an option 
to do things manually. 

DataHelix™ TI automatically feeds all your TI artifacts (domains, URLs, IP addresses, 
files, hashes, etc.) observed in your entire enterprise into its managed Threat 
Intelligence service, then instantly notifies you of attacks. 

The Crucial Difference: ‘Partially Safe’ vs ‘Completely Safe’ 
Because traditional TI is just a static library, it only knows about past attacks. It does 
nothing for today’s sophisticated randomized, revolving and zero-day attacks.  

By contrast, DataHelix™ TI not only automates the extraction of TI artifacts, DataHelix™ 
TI’s leading edge AI technology also seeks out and detects new, randomized, auto-
generated and as-yet-undiscovered threats. These crucial additions to your 
cybersecurity arsenal signify a quantum leap in delivering comprehensive security 
coverage for your business. 

Hackers automate their attacks on your valuable assets every single day. It’s time to 
respond by automating threat detection, or be consumed by ever sophisticated 
attacks. 

   

     
 

DataHelix™ TI Benefits   

1 Fully automated extraction of 
all TI artifacts from any data 
source (structured or unstructured) 

2 Extraction/detection is fully 
automatic – No human 
intervention is required 

3 Detects new, randomized and 
undiscovered threats that 
traditional TI does not cover 

 

4 Easy-to-use and deploy SaaS, 
On-premise, Hybrid distributed 
deployment 

 

5 Integrates with any data feeds, 
ticketing, incident response, 
GRC, change control, etc. 

6 Delivers ZTN (zero-trust 
networking) to your 
infrastructure 

 

7 Simple to deploy – delivers 
easy-to-use, out-of-the-box 
advanced threat hunting, 
incident response and 
reporting – 24/7/365 

 

8 Easy to scale from small 
networks all the way up to 
huge hybrid global enterprises 

 

Instantaneous ROI  
DataHelix™ TI not only secures your network by scanning for all TI artifacts, it delivers huge Return on Investment for both your 
existing security tooling and your highly valuable security staff. 

At last, your security, network and business systems are working together, and your security staff are working on business-critical 
and interesting security projects, making your business yet more secure still! 
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